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I am not John Stossell of 20120. I am not presenting my investigative findings on
the "Consensus Building" congregations in the WELS. I am your friend and brother in
the ministry of reconciliation to our sin sick counfiy. It is my goal that in presenting the
principles of consensus building as our society is developing them, we as the spiritual
leaders of God's people might glean wisdom to apply to our ministry and chruch
orgarrizations. To that end I will begin with the basic principles of the Christian and their
bond to fellow believers in Christ. It is my goal that in presenting the biblical principles
of the relationship between Christ, the suffering serant, and his holy nation, the royal
priesthood, that we as called and gifted pastors might make the gospel of our Lord and
Savior attractive by our integnty, seriousness, soundness of speech and self-control.

NfV Philippians 2:2 then make my joy complete by being like-minded, having the
same love, being one in spirit and purpose.

NIV 1 John 1:3 We proclaim to you what we have seen and heard, so that you
also may have fellowship with us. And our fellowship is with the Father and with
his Son, Jesus Christ. 4 We write this to make our joy complete.

Paul and John write these words for a specific reason namely that their own joy be filled
up to overflowing. For Paul and John to be overflowing with joy their hearers needed to
be in fellowship (koinovia). This common bond was to fust be solidified betrveen the
sinner and their Heavenly Father. The Apostle John reminds us that the blood of Jesus
Christ created the fellowship we have with our Father. Once joined to our Savior another
bond would be formed, a fellowship across the globe between peoples of different age,
sex, race and culture and even time. The Christian Church would be formed by spreading
the message of the blood of Jesus for the forgiveness of sins. As each believer was
connected to his savior, he would also be joined to the others. This bond would be so
strong between God and his people that nothing could break it or dissolve its connecting
properties:

NIV Romans 8 38 For I am convinced that neither death nor life, neither
angels nor demons, neither the present nor the future, nor any powers, 39
neither height nor depth, nor anything else in all creation, will be able to separate
us from the love of God that is in Christ Jesus our Lord.

Sadly, though, there is a spiritual acid that can break down the connection
between the Lord and his people: unrepentant sin. The apostle John mentions the one
spiritual acid strong enough to break the fellowship of the blood of God's Son:

NIV 1 John 1:8 lf we claim to be without sin, we deceive ourselves and the truth
is not in us. 9 lf we confess our sins, he is faithful and just and will forgive us our
sins and purify us from all unrighteousness. 10 lf we claim we have not sinned,
we make him out to be a liar and his word has no place in our lives.

The Lord warns us not only against dissolving the unity of fellowship we enjoy
with him but also with our fellow believers. Paul warns Timothy and Titus concerning
issues that bring disunity and divisiveness:



NIV Titus 3:9 But avoid foolish controversies and genealogies and arguments
and quarrels about the law, because these are unprofitable and useless. 10
Warn a divisive person once, and then warn him a second time. After that, have
nothing to do with him.

NfV 2 Timothy 2:23 Don't have anything to do with foolish and stupid arguments,
because you know they produce quarrels.

Unrepentant sin divides the believer from Christ himself, in aftect nulliffing the
fantastic bonding power of the Savioros blood. In the same way, contentious people,
legalism and any false doctrine divides Christ's body, member from member. As called
pastors of the flock of God we with the apostle Paul and John overflow with joy when the
new sheep confess the bond they share with Christ. It seems that more often we are
heartbroken when the sheep show themselves to be separated from the flock and have no
interest of being joined to their Heavenly Father through Christ's blood or with Christ's
very own body, the believeni.

The goal that we strive for as God's people is fellowship with our Lord and
Savior Jesus. We keep the bond sfrong with a life of continual devotion to the Word and
continual repentance of our sins. But the fellowship we often forget that has been formed
by that same blood of Christ and toss aside as less important is the request that Paul and
'John both made to overflow their lives with joy - fellowship with our brothers in the faith
with a life of like-rninded love, spirit and purpose.

It is this break down of the spiritual bond between believers that has opened the
door for a rethinking of how we make decisions in our congregations. We all want unity
of the spirit and the bond of peace yet we experience quite the opposite at times. It is
commonplace for people to have stopped attending voters meetings. One pastor told me
that in his large church in the north he was getting only 2-3% of the voting members to
show up and they were the oldest lYo of the congregation. Another pastor said, o'Just

look at the American political landscape and how it has impacted our voters. Each
election gets more contentious. Shouts for "Anyone but Bush.o' Red and blue states,
voting blocks even in the church -personalizingthe issues, us against them -Pastors vs
the Council." Another pastor said he hated to see anything go to a vote because it simply
divided the church. Then when they would come to another issue they were already
divided up into opposing factions. Some or all of these things may have contributed to
the rethinking of how they organized their congregations and how they would make
decisions.

What is Consensus Buildine?
Good question. Here is a bad answer - Pick one of these.

Agreement of all interested parties in sentiment and belief
A mufually acceptable agreement that integrates the interests of all concerned parties.
The outcome of participative decision making in which the entire team is consulted
and all the members accept a decisiono a win-win situation for the group.
A result achieved through negotiations whereby a hybrid solution is arrived at
between parties to an issue, dispute or disagreement, typically involving concessions

l )
2)
3)

4)



by all the parties and to which all parties then subscribe unanimously as an
acceptable resolution or disagreement.

5) A state in which all the members of a goup support an action or decisions even if
some of them don't fully agree with it.

6) The collective opinion of a group on an issue. It means that everyone is willing to
accept the decisions as a good decision even if it is not his/trer first choice.

7) The requirement that everyone must agree with the decision not just a majority as
occurs in majority-rule process. People must work together to develop an agreement
that is good enough (though not necessarily perfect) for all of the people at the table
to accept and support.

8) The willingness to tolerate paradox and ambiguity, holding opposing ideas in the
mind as you collectively wait for the "third way' to emerge among your group, that
works for everyone and works well.

Consensus Building is not in my mind opposed to voting. Consensus building in
my opinion is a decision-making process that must end with some decision-making
mechanism, be it voting, consulting, or fist to five. (See addendum A).

Decide how to decide
It seems that the shortest chapter in the books on consensus building is on the

decision-making mechanism or the move to action as it is called. Or:r focus on the vote
or the final say many times misses the point of the processes of building unity
(consensus). What the proponents of consensus building strive for is a win-win situation
not a winner and loser at the end of a meeting. In order to accomplish this they sfress the
process of consensus building not the method or mechanism for moving to action. The
mechanism of making a group decision is broken down into 4 categories: Commffid,
consult, vote and consensus. And any particular way has its advantages and
disadvantages depending on the situation. Some decisions are made with no involvement
whatsoever. These are conrmand decisions. Either the parties have no interest in the
decisions or it is so menial as not to matter to them so they hand over the decisions to
another. The second decision-making mechanism is a process whereby decision makers
invite others to influence them before they make their choice. Think of the Presidents
cabinet or a couple getting a second and third opinion on home repairs. They gather
ideas, evaluate opinions and make a choice. Voting is a good mechanism for one
important factor: time. It saves time when the decisions must be made to meet a deadline
or to choose from many good choices. However the caveat is made that voting should
not be used when team members do not agree to support whatever decision is made. In
those cases, they advocate another way. The final mechanism, which goes by many
ntlmes, is called collaboratiorq participatory or sometimes even consensus. It means you
talk r:ntil everyone honestly agrees to one decision. This method has the ability to
produce tremendous unity and energetic implementation. If used incorrectly it can also
be a horrible waste of time. For example if you need to get everyone's opinions about
every issue you will micro-manage your world to a standstill. (See addendum B.)

Of the fow chtrches that I talked with that use some form of consensus building,
three of them used it in diflerent ways. A church in Minnesota has done away with all
voting and they reach all decisions by what they call "consensus" but they have their own



set of rules and guidelines on what that entails, which we will not get into today. Another
church in Wisconsin, also has implemented consensus building into their church
decision-making, but they have not thrown voting out with the bathwater but instead
reserve voting for doctrinal and discipline issues. Two other churches from the Pacific
Northwest and the South Atlantic both have implemented consensus building into their
existing decision making without changing their constitutions -simply using the me*rods
and techniques of consensus building to help reach the bond of peace. Those four
churches related similar experiences that they were more effrcient in implementation of
plans as more of the involved parties started commruricating and sharing their thoughts,
ideas and feelings.

How each of those churches reaches decisions is completely unique to each of
them. One church uses the "No one leaves till we agree" theory. Another one uses the
satne strategy with an escape clause, "No one leaves till we agree" or until there is a
super-majority (there's only a small percentage who do not consent). One church used
the "Agree, accept or blocK' stratery. They would go around the room talking until all
parties involved could each agree with the proposal or accep! it but would not stop until
all blocks where offthe table. And still another church used the fist to five approach that
I attached as an addendum. As strange as it soundso what these methods are trying to do
is make decisions like a family.

My family is agreed upon going to Alaska for our vacation. We will all attend the
wedding of my sister-in-law, and I will preach for her wedding. The remainder of the 10
days we spend in Alaska is up in the air. We are agreed upon vacationing in Alaska but
we have some decisions to make regarding what we will do. I can as the father and head
of the household simply make the decisions in the best interest of my family because they
trust my sound judgment (command) (uhhum). Or better yet, I might sit down with my
wife and we could consult with each of the children as to what they would like to do and
then together make a decision (consulting). Or I just might sit down after supper with a
bowl of candy to attract all the children, ond talk it through with all of them, hopefully
coming to a consensus that will please everyone. Commffid, Consult, Consensus. (See
addendum C.)

Who's the Boss?
The topic assigned to me was entitled, "Voting Vs Consensus". At its basic

element consensus building wants nothing to do with two opposing opinions fighting it
out until one emerges the winner. Instead they search for this elusive win-win decision.
The issue of authority in the church is being questioned as well as the question, "Are
these churches just tying to escape the role of man and woman principles by eliminating
voting?o'

Robert's Rules of Order are not found in the Pentateuch or even in Paul's epistles.
Because Americans do not have the respect for customs the English haveo wo tend to rely
heavily, perhaps exclusively on ruleso which we usually prefer to have in writing. The
United States Constitution -probably the best example of having rules in writing -
provides that each of the two houses of the legislature may adopt its own rules of
procedure and they did so in their earliest days.

But religious, scientific, benevolent and literary groups forming all over the
country in the l9m century still required some system of conducting their deliberations.



The American way of rules demanded that they be as uniform as feasible from one group
to the next and that those rules be in writing.

Into the history timeline steps Henry M. Robert. He researched the rules of
Congress, especially those of the House of Representatives and other materials -
including an 1845 book known as Cushing's Manual -concerning the rules of non-
legislative assemblies. He then decided to put into writing in 1876 a set of rules for use
in non-legislative assemblies throughout the coun$. Robert, a military engineer with a
religious background, said the object of his book was'oto assist an assembly to
accomplish the work for which it was designed, in the best possible manner. To do this it
is necessary to restrain the individual somewhat as the right of an individual in any
community, to do what he pleases, is incompatible with the interests of the whole.
Where there is no law, but every man does what is right in his own eyes, there is the
least of real libert5r."

Is Robert's Rules of Order the only way to reflect our teachings on the authority
of the Wor4 the priesthood of all believers, church and ministy in our church polity? I
have grown up trying to win the game of life ever since grade school touch football and
probably before that. There are only two kinds of people winners and losers. I refuse to
lose. My son exhibits that same mentality on and offthe court as well. I only lose
because I run out of time. But in no way shape or form do I want him to think that
leaders never lose. In fact Christian leadership is best seen in losing. Christian
leadership shines the brightest when it is serving, not when it is self-absorbed. When
dealing with my fellow believers in the church and especially with outsiders, do I really
want it to be about winners and losers? Of course not, I want to have the same
personality and perspective as my Savior did when he humbled himself in the plan of
salvation.

Authority in the church is not the same as authority in the world of winners and
losers. Authority as Christ taught us goes as far as to say that when it appears that we are
losing we are actually winning. Jesus' own apostles couldn't get that straight until after
Pentecost. They were often angling for positions of authority in the Messiah's kingdom.
James and John even had their mother influence Jesus in an attempt to secure the top
positions of authority (cp. Mt20:20-23 to Mk 10:35-41).
"NlV Mark 1O:42 Jesus called them together and said, "You know that those who
are regarded as rulers of the Gentiles lord it over them, and their high officials
exercise authority over them. 43 Not so with you. Instead, whoever wants to
become great among you must be your servant , 44 and whoever wants to be first
must be slave of all. 45 For even the Son of Man did not come to be served, but
to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many."

Authority in the church is to be exercised in the interest of those being served, not
in the interest of the person in authority. Authority in the church is to be modeled after
and motivated by the self-sacrificing love of Jesus Christ. How can we serve and help
others selflessly unless we gain their insight and opinions? How can we be the servant
leaders of our Lord unless we take the time to listen and show we care?

By his words and by his own example at the Last Supper, Jesus taught his
disciples about Christian authority, contrasting the attitude and application of authority in
the church with authority in the world. St. John tells us how Jesus got up from the table,



stripped down to a waist towel (as a common servant would dress), and proceeded to
wash the feet of the disciples. This task was generally given to the lowest slave on the
household totem pole. Afterwardso Jesus got up, dressed, and refurned to his place at the
table. Then he taught his disciples a very important lesson, one which every messenger of
the Gospel must learn:
NlVJohn 13:13 "You call me'Teacher'and'Lord,'and rightlyso, forthat iswhat I
am. 14 Now that l, your Lord and Teacher, have washed your feet, you also
should wash one another's feet. 15 | have set you an example that you should do
as I have done foryou. 16 ltell you the truth, no servant is greaterthan his
master, nor is a messenger greater than the one who sent him. 17 Now that you
know these things, you will be blessed if you do them.
This is what authority in the church is about!
(Peters, David)

Norma Normans
The fiue authority in the church is of course top down. All authorities in the church,
divinely established though they are, must take a back seat to the Word of God, for God
alone is the source of all authority:
NfV Matthew 28:18 Then Jesus came to them and said, "All authority in heaven
and on earth has been given to me.

Christ is the head of his body the church, so his Word must ever remain the
ultimate authority in the church. The authority of God's word stands on its own merits
because it is authoritative (norma normans).

The only authority anyone has in the church comes either directly from God
himself (the word and sacraments) or are of human content and origin. Anything of
human content and origin is only as authoritative for the church as the church itself by
mufual agreement says it is. We Lutherans have agreed that our Lutheran confessions are
also authoritative (norma normata) for us because (quia) they agree with God's word, but
we cannot expect any non-Lutheran to acquiesce to them as authoritative. The
constitutions and bylaws of ou synod, districts, congregations, and other otgafitzations
are authoritative among us because they are written expressions of how we in Christian
freedom have chosen and agreed to operate. They describe the orderly manner in which
we have chosen to lovingly deal with one another as we seek to do our Savior's work
together. But no bylaw or policy can supplant the absolute authority of the Bible.
Recall that the priesthood of all believers means that no Christian is under any human
spiritual authority, but only under that which God has established. We may choose to
cede the right of doctrinal oversight and supervision to an individual or to a synod, but
we are not required by God to do so. If we did not wish to have a circuit pastor or district
president overseeing our doctrine and practice, we ought not to have applied for
membership in the synod, for such supervision is one role of the synod to which every
pastor, teacher, and congregation agrees when he/she/they join the synod.
(Peters, David)

Church Politv neither forbidden or commanded
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To insist on any particular form of hierarchy as having divine approval as
opposed to other forms goes beyond Scriptue and is legalistic. In our church body we
employ a combination of various models of church polity. We have, in varying degrees, a
"congregational" polity. We seek to guarantee the autonomy of our congregationso and
of our voter's assemblies in particular. Oru local congregations are very important to us,
for there the word and sacraments are employed and enjoyed by more people more often
and to a greater extent than anywhere else. We tend to prefer to have decisions made as
close to the o'grass roots" level as possible. None of this is God-ordained as such. This is
merely the way that we have chosen to do business.

Our church is not purely congregational in polity. We also seem to like the
"presbyterian" model. Some churches today have no more men at the voter's meetings
then were present at the council meetings. Our congregations put a tremendous amount
faith in the deliberations and decisions of our church councils. The 'opresbyters" of our
churches make quite a few of the decisions.

At times our churches employ the "episcopal" model of polity. Our teachers are
turder the doctrinal supervision of their pastors. Our pastors are under the doctrinal
supervision of district presidents and their right-hand men, the circuit pastors. Orn
synodical officers are given various supervisory functions over the constituents of the
synod. Once again, this is not bad. As priests of God, free of any and all ceremonial law,
we have the God-given freedom to organize our congregations, synod, and church
societies in whatever manner we choose. The particular form of church polity is an
adiaphoron, but that we must have some polity is NOT an adiaphoron. We are bound
only by faith and by God's law of love, which necessitates orderliness. Therefore, we are
free to set up otr polity however we like, as long as we don't insist that we have Biblical
mandate or support for our chosen polity beyond the commands of faittu love, and
orderliness.

We violate the Christian liberly of others if we condemn a church body for
organizing however they choose, as long as they do not violate the biblical principles of
faith, love, and orderliness, or claim that they have biblical mandate or support for their
chosen polity. The church has no right to violate any other biblical principles when
exercises its liberty to set up its polity as it chooses. It is always bound by Christ's Great
Commission, as well as orderliness, faith, and love. For example, we may not broach the
biblical principles of the roles of man and woman.

(Peters, David)

Wisdom of the eroun
In the business world decentralizationhas been around for some time - maybe the

greatest example of its success is in Asia. The Asian economic boom in the 70's can be
attributed not to their top down leadership but the Japanese manufastuers brought the
power from the bottom up -the bottom of their factories. They empowered the workforce
to give input and to have a vested interest in their product.

The wisdom of the gloup goes against common sense. We all believe to some
degree or another in the expert. We send our money out to Money Managers for
example. Lets look for a second at the jelly bean contest. The number ofjellybeans is
How many people guessed it correctly? How many experts do we have here? What is
the average of the group? Who was the closest to the actual number?



It may seem silly at first but don't we also believe and teach in the wisdom of the
group in the Christian chrnch? We accept as a divine call from God a call from a group
of Christians -but not from a single man, correct? We must accept as the Lord's Will
when the church decides on an issue correct? The church has spoken -the Lord has
spoken. After the voter's meeting ends, we then begin to build trust and consensus by
saying, o'You may not think this is the best way to go but it was the Lord's Will."
Consensus building in its many forms strives to build acceptance and agreement before
the decision has been reached not after it.

Onen Dialoeue
In the world we can see that the wisdom of the group doesn't always play out

safely. Because the group can be wrong! William Beebe discovered and named a
peculiar formation in the Guyana Jungle. He recounts his findings in the l92A book
entitled 'The Edge of the Jungle" He saw a group of ants moving in a huge circle. The
circle was I ,200 feet in circumference and it took each ant two and a half hours to
complete the loop. The circle lasted for days until most of the ants dropped dead. He
called his finding the "circular mill". Once the ants are lost they follow a simple hotwired
command: follow the ant in front of you. The result is the mill, which usually only
breaks up when a few ants sfraggle off by chance and the others follow them away.

Consensus building advocates the emphasis on the individual sharing his
knowledge, expertise, and opinion in order to break the "circular mill" so to speak. With
the more differences of opinions, insights, wisdom and experiences thrown into the mix
the less likely the chance for the group to be trapped in a "circular mill".

Without getting into the politics of who was to blane for the surprise of the 9/ll
terrorist attacks, we do know that the main problem of our intelligence community was
not their expertise or even their knowledge. Instead the problem was the free flow of
knowledge and information between the respective intelligence agencies. tn reality there
was no link to the computers from the CIA, FBI etc.

As spiritual leaders we know and understand the stalemate and the joyride of
blindly following the ant in front of you. Serving a church that has stagnated, unable to
move beyond what they have already experienced can be excruciatingly painful, not to
mention derelict in its duty to carry the Gospel to its community. After using the Word,
the Law and Gospel, to convict the group of its sin in refusing to obey the law of love,
becoming all things to all people and having a lassiezfur attitude to ministry, some of
the techniques advocated by consensus building would reflect sound biblical principles.

a) Diversitv of the Knowledee pool.
The pool of information is only as good as it is deep. And to deepen the
information pool you need a lot of people inputting different ideas from different
perspectives. My father has grown up in WELS churches and served on church
councils as well as did his father before him. The one thing that he continually
states to me is his fear of the lack of different types of people in the decision
making process. As defenders of the high value of the individual believer, the
royal priesthood, and the varied gifts that our Lord apportioned out to each
individual saint for the benefit of his church it is fitting that we strive for diversity
in our information pool.



b) Safe Environment
Did you know that last year there were 98,000 hospital deaths? That is not too
alarming except those 98,000 were the direct result of doctor error! There was a
story not too long ago of a woman who entered the hospital for a tonsillectomy
and the surgical team removed her foot in error! Here is the startling thing in that
story no less than 7 people, count them 7 people, wondered what the doctor was
doing but said nothing. The tuth didn't freely flow because people were afraid to
speak up or simply put too much faith in the doctor over their own knowledge.
When people feel safe and are at ease with me, I believe I get 90% of my work
done. The member or prospect is more willing to listen and to share their true
feelings and opinions if they feel safe with me. And then after they have shared
their tnre opinions and feelings we have the opportunity to add our knowledge
and more importantly the Lord's opinion and his feelings on the issue. Going
through this process is integral in not only saving sinners but developing
functioning members of the body of Christ.

The Requirements for Buildine Consensus
In talking with the chruches that went to a complete overhaul of their constitution,

they explained that they needed to retain a president, secretary, freasurer and at least 5
trustees in order to be a recognized church in their respective states. For the basics of
consensus building to begin you would need just two positions assigned from the start: a
facilitator and a recorder (secretary). The recorder is there to detail on paper the
discussions that ensue and the agreements that are made. They are integral to the
dissemination of information as well as follow-up of agreed upon plans of action. But
the real cog that makes the consensus building model hum is the facilitator. He must be
focused on the purpose of the Broup, thick skinned, self controlled, able to look past
minor differences, able to share feelings and able to hear disparaging remarks of his own
opinions.

In the congregations I talked with the pastor was the facilitator in all but 2 of the
churches. Unless you have no vested interest in the topic at hand the facilitator would
need a mountain of skills in order to hear the differing opinions and just like water off a
ducks back take nothing personally. But isn't that what we do with every critical
conversation we have with prospects, members and even otr spouse? Whether your
congregation uses these consensus-building techniques or maybe you never will
implement theses things officially, the skills that are required for building consensus are
great tools for us in order to communicate the Word of God clearly and make the gospel
of otu Lord more atfractive. Here are afew of the skilts that consensus building touts as
vital and which I as a pastor find most helpful in sharing the message of our Lord Jesus.

Learn to Look
NIV Titus 2:6 Sirnilarly, encourage the young men to be self-controlled, T ln
everything set them an example by doing what is good. In your teaching show
integrity, seriousness 8 and soundness of speech that cannot be condemned, so
that those who oppose you may be ashamed because they have nothing bad to
say about us.



Titus here is encouraged to talk the talk and walk the talk. In order to serve as a
credible witrness to the truth both inside and outside the church, his life and doctrine
needed to match. The Young men of Crete needed to see what sound doctrine looked like
by looking at Titus' life of integrity and sincerity. Titus was being asked to look at
himself. Paul was urging him to have a third person view of his own life and
conversations. We like Titus need to see ourselves as others see us and hear us.
NIV 1 Peter 2.12 Live such good lives among the pagans that, though they
accuse you of doing wrong, they may see your good deeds and glorify God on
the day he visits us.

Talk about putting the pressure on us. I will never forget my first chwch council meeting
in the basement of the small country church in lllinois. It was the first time I felt the
pressrue of walking the talk. The meeting opened quietly with not much talk but an
exchange of niceties. Then the Treasurer stood up out of his chair and with a loud voice
said, "Why do you have another Bible Class started at that chwch? You do nothing for
us anymore. We will call Vicar to be oru Pastor. He doesn't do anything for us here
anyway." I immediately turned to look at my Bishop who was already beat red like one
of those delicious Illinois tomatoes. He got up and defended himself. I don't remember
exactly his words but he stated his willingness to lead them, but the fault was on their
shoulders that they didn't want a Bible study or when they did ask for one they did not
participate. I don't remember his words exactly because his last sentence still rings in my
ears, "Well Vicar what do you think? Do you do enough work or would you like to be
their pastor here as well?" I could feel the room start to grow smaller and my fingers and
toes began to tingle. I took a couple deep breaths and wiped my sweaty hands on my
pants. I can't remember what I said exactly but it was something about getting along as
Christian friends. As believers in Christ we must remain in conhol of orn emotions.
When orn brain recognizes a critical conversation, a drug cocktail explodes sending
blood to our arms and legs so we can run faster, hit harder and outlive the danger. You
see the problem? All the blood is going away from our brains and we stutter, misspeak
and do a myriad of other actions that mirror a teen-ager in love or a rabid dog. We may
not be able to stop ou adrenaline but to the degree that we are able to recognize and cope
with it, I believe we will become better ambassadors for the Lord Jesus.

NIV Proverbs 15:1 A gentle answer turns away wrath, but a harsh word stirs up
anger.

Everyone's Got a Storv
The lynchpin of the techniques to consensus building is understanding and

practicing o'everyone's got a story." The thinking is that if you are able in a heated
conversation to stand outside yotrself and ask, "Why did helshe say that?" you will be
able to divert blood away from your hands and feet and direct it back to your brain. The
next step is to verbalize in a non-threatening way (keeping it safe) the story. The goal of
this o'everyone's got a story" is to get everyone telling their story. For this to happen
someone must break out of the face-to-face confrontation and ask "Why are they upset or
why do they feel that way?"
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As shepherds of the flock of God, do we not @ to do this in every conversation?
In fact I would put forth the opinion that as we get better at pulling the stories out of the
people we serve, the better we will be able to apply the dynamite medicine of the Law
and Gospel to the hearts and minds of our people. I believe it's even more important
when dealing with the unchurched.

The Gospel doesn't oolook good" to an unbeliever until someone explains it. The
Gospel is foolishness until the Holy Spirit grants understanding. Obviously Paul was not
encouraging Titus or slaves to tell people what their itching ears wanted to hear. Rather,
Paul was echoing one of his favorite themes: watch your life and your doctrine. When we
do that, we make the message of God our Savior sound and look beautiful. Look at
yourself, your body language, yow volume and even your spit. I'm sure many of you
have had this happen to you, "Honey, I'm not mad!", ils you spray her face with a nice
shower. We know that we must be able to control otrselves but how can we with our
body naturally going into a fight or flight mechanism every time we hit an important
conversation, whether it's a disgruntled member, a loved one or a confused prospect? Of
course consensus-building techniques point the student to themselves and to practice,
practice, practiceo these wise techniques but we have a divine power source.

NIV Titus 2:11 For the grace of God that brings salvation has appeared to all
men. 12lt teaches us to say "No" to ungodliness and worldly passions, and to
live self-controlled, upright and godly lives in this present age,

This teaching that the grace of God does for us is of course the correcting and rebuking
and the training in righteousness but here Paul simply puts it as saying no to ungodliness
and saying yes to godliness. One positive result is that we are able to show self-control in
our lives. What better place to start than in our own emotions when we are witnessing to
a prospect or dealing with a straying member or in a heated debate in a council meeting.
Learn to look first at our own words and actions but then to others. Step outside of the
conversations and ask yourself why. The Lord asks us to put the best construction on
everything not to assume the worst from or:r fellow believers.

Every time someone attacks us verbally we tell ourselves a story. Oh it doesn't
take long but we react according to that story don't we? She's mad because... He's
upset because... I tell myself this all the time, "Everyone's got a story." I just need to
find out what it is. Try writing a sympathetic story first. The women at the stop sign that
was spraying spit all over the inside of her windshield at you because you wouldn't take
your proper tum, has a story doesn't she? The councilman that hasn't spoken in three
months about an issue has a story, doesn't he? We as pastors are called by God, not to
assume the worst story but to hear the soul's story and communicate His story. But in
order to properly apply the healing Word of God we need to hear the story of our people.

In this second chapter of Titus, Paul is challenging us. He is challenging us to
look at our selves, to change accordingly and then to specifically apply God's Law and
Gospel to each person. He challenges us to find the right Word of God at the right time.
He challenges us to make the Word of God more attractive by our words and actions.
Those are big challenges. Thank the Lord he has given to us his authoritative and
empowering Word!

(Moore, David)
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'Shot heard 'round the world'
Dan Wilson a citizen of Wisconsin said, "One of the tests was whether you could

lift your head offthe bed," he said. "I remember not being able to do that, and wondering
what that meant." It meant polio, one of the most feared diseases of all time. The viral
illness pamlyzed tens of thousands of children in the United States and hatf a million
worldwide each year. Mr. Wilson was among the last Americans stricken. On April 12,
1955, scientists announced they had a successful vaccine. They made it without even
being able to see the virus - microscopes weren't powerful enough back then. They did
it at great personal risk, without modern protective gear or fancy lab equipment. It wasn't
the first vaccine - ones for smallpox, diphtheria and the flu preceded it. But it became
another "shot heard oround the world," revolutionizing how people viewed science and
launching a new war on genns. Scientists headed to labs with fresh enthusiasm,
convinced they could brew similar magic potions against other scourges of mankind. "It
seemed to say it was only a matter of time until we beat infectious diseases,'o said Wilson,
now a historian at Muhlenberg College in Allentown, Pa., and author of a new book
about polio. Today, we have more vaccines than we did 50 years &go, and more tools and
knowledge to make them. But we also have more and different kinds of germs. The silver
bullet has tumed into humility in the face of failure to develop vaccines for many of
them. In fact, many of the world's top killers - AIDS, malari4 tuberculosis - got that
way because there aren't effective vaccines.
(NBC, 4lt2l0s)

Consensus building is not the cure for a congregation that lacks love and unity.
The strong stringent of God's Law and the healing power of His gospel are the only
weapons to stop the decay. Many pastors and churches will flock to consensus building in
the coming years thinking it will be the vaccine against a stagnant ministy, apathy and
distrust. It wont be the great cure they hoped for. I believe it is and will be a great tool
that can help us as God's spiritual leaders. It can aid in our attempts to reflect our high
estimation of the priesthood of all believers and their individual spiritual gifts. At the
same time it offers us some techniques and methods to use in order to improve our
presentation of the gospel among our fellow believers and in the mission field. To His
Glory.
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Gauging Consens us U sing Fist-to-Five
The Fist-to-Five tecbnique is a convenient yisz al fudicator of the degree of consensus mong a group on
a given matter. The facilitator or any other member who senses that the group is moving in a particular
direction on an issue rnay strate that apparent direction as a proposal and ask for a "Fist-to-Five" on it.
All members indicate how they feel about the proposal with one ofthe following hand signs:

r X'ist, v,ftieh 6sans, "No support. This is not a good idea, and I am compelled to bloch consensus on
the proposal as presented." This person feels stongly eno'gh about the issue to block coruensus
and will probably also block implementation if the group stays with this course of action.

. One Finger, which means, '7 do not agree, but I won't block it." This person may need to have
firther dialogue otr some issues and may need to be given au opportunity to suggest changes before
being able to fully support the proposal.

. I\vo X'ingerr, which menns, "I'm not crazy abo* it, bfi I will go along with it " This p€rson might
be more comfortrble with the proposal after briefly exploring some minor issues and suggesting
some slight changes.

. Three tr'ingenn which means, "I am neutral, and I will workfor rl " This person rnay not be in total
agreement but feels comfortable letting this proposal pass without fruther dialogue.

. .X'our Fingers, which means, "It is a good idea, and I will workfor it."

. X'ive tr'ingers, which means, "It is an excellent idea, perhaps the best decision we can make given
. what we currently futow." Tltisperson may be willing to volunteer for a leading role in implementing
the proposal.

After everyone has indicated his or her level of support, the facilitator asks any members who showed
fists, 1's or 2's to clarifr their objections and to offer modifications that they think the group is likely to
accept. The group explores the issue as necessary, makes changes to address objections, and checks for
conseffus again. This lnocess continues until (a) consensus with all 3's or higher is reached or (b) the
group decides to move on and retum to the issue later.

When consensus has been reached, it is wise to re-check the intensitv of the consensus. A show ofbands
with mostly three fingers displayed is quite different from one with mostly four or live fingers. A low-
grade consensus tells you the deoision is only marginally accepted and possibly only rnarginal in its
quality. If implemented, it will need to be monitored closely and revisited soon by the group.

NOTE: It often saves time to do a quick check for consensus early in the dialogue around a proposal.
Sometimes a group is achrally ready for consensus earlier than expected. An early check might find all
4's and 5's except for two I's, for example, meaning no one would block consensus and only two people
have need for changes in the proposal. Any group member who suspects that there is already conserx N
on the proposal may call for a Fist-to-Five show ofhands.
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How to Use oThe Roundo in Meetings
The Round can enhuce a groupts productivity and collective spirit by:
l. Providing an opportunity for all voices to be hear-d.

2. Reducing domination of discusslons.

3, Helping to dwelop appreciation for weryone's point of view.

r Each person rpeaks in tum, onc at a tine. Leader goer last Ensures that each group member has
an opportunity to be heard without cballenge or intemrption.

e BrevitI is critical A member makes a point (or points) briefly and then stops talking. Long-winded
rationalizations and reminiscences atrd irrelevant sidebars derail the group and take it ofrtask.

r Menbers speak their thoughts and feelings clearly. The discussion is more productive if members
state as clearly as possible exactly what is on their minds.

r Listening ic the primary activity. Everyone listens atteNrtively and hears each speaker completely
rather than planning a response and only halflistening.

r There is no intermpting. The next member in line waits briefly after it appears that the previous
person has stopped and then asks them if they are 'complete.'

r There is no attackin& verbally or otheririsc The round is effective only if it is safe.
r There ir no cross ttllc As each member speaks, other members withhold their comments and

questions.

r There are no side conversations. As each member speaks, other members remain silent and do not
speak to their neighbors.

' Any mcmber is allowed to pass. Speaking or not speaking is an individual prerogative; however,
evtryone is encouraged to participate. Wittrholding participation or holding out to see which way the
wind blows harnper productive dialogue.

r Someone ir the group (preferably not the leadcr) sumnarizes the outcome of the round. Group
Spirit grows if the meeting is not dominated by the leader or facilitator And a summary will help
give the group a sense of how the dialogue went. It is OK to permit some discussion in order to
achieve consensus on the $mrmary. often, by coming to cons€ ius on the summary, the group will
also come closer to consensus on the issue or subject before them more quickly.
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Examples of Ground Rules
An early order of business for every group is to decide on agreements that wi[ guide membem,interactions' Here are some zu-sge$ons c-"p -a-ur -uv choose from among these exampres oroffer others. Post yorn Ground-Rules in yow meeting roon as a reminaer for all to see.

l. We agree not to intern.pt onc another or talk while othen arr tatkin&

2. We agree not to cngsge in rebuttrl whcn gomeone ofrcrr an opinion

3. wc agree to use "the round' as way to nake sure rlr voices are heard.

4' We agree to the c30-second rure.r say it once, kecp it brief, and stop talking.

5' we erch rgre€ to monitor our own participation, go that no one else needs to remind us ofthece ground rules.

6. We agrec to encouragc weryone to participate fully in dialogue.

7 ' we agree to put time rimits on rpecific i*ues to keep fron going over rchedurc.
8' ' we agree to begin and end our meetingr on time and to bc prompt in alr thingr.
9. We each agree to be accountable Iior getting any infornation wc m&y miss when unrble toattend r neeting co that we don't havJto spind iime covering aold, material
10' we agree to msintain confidentiality 

-of our group dialogucs; that ir, what is said in a meetingstays anong just our group, unless otherrfu" 
"g"""d.

11' lve agree to be royal 19 thole group membcrs who are abgent from any neeting orconversation we have. rve win not criticize, condemn, 
", 

.;;;il;;oii otner groupnembers bchind their backr_+ven at home.

we agree, whenever possibre, to make all decisions by consensus.

we will make every effort to understand and honor one anotherrs positions and interests,even when we may nat agree with one another.

12.

13.
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